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Artificial Neural Networks
!
❖

Computing systems inspired by the
biological NNs in animal brains!

❖

Consist of neurons (computational units)
organized in multiple layers!

❖

Neurons can be active or not; last layer
contains decisions !

❖

Perform feature extraction and input
transformation!

❖

Learn (progressively improve
performance) to do tasks by considering
examples!

❖

Can represent complex non-linear
relationships

Neuron

Example activation
function: ReLU
(Rectified Linear Unit)

!

Applications

!
❖

Immense popularity …!

❖

Pattern analysis!

❖

Image classification !

❖

Sentiment analysis!

❖

Speech/audio recognition!

❖

Medical diagnosis!

❖

Perception modules in self-driving cars!

Image
Classification

Autonomous
Driving

!
!
!
Speech
Recognition

Sentiment
Analysis

Challenges
Safety and Security Concerns!
❖

❖

Lack of robustness!
❖

Small (imperceptible) changes to an input lead to
misclassifications!

❖

Even for highly trained, highly accurate networks!

Lack of explainability!
❖

❖

Scalability!
❖

❖

It is not well understood why a network gives a particular output!

Networks are very large, highly interconnected structures; often
have huge input spaces; these characteristics prevent thorough
verification/testing!

Lack of intent!
❖

Networks learn from examples, without high-level specifications!

!
❖

What about the data?!
❖

Enough data? Poisoned/unreliable data? Bias? Data
management?
from DARPA

SafeDNN: Safety of Deep Neural Networks
https://ti.arc.nasa.gov/tech/rse/research/safednn/
❖

RSE project!
❖

❖

❖

Explores techniques and tools to ensure that systems that use Deep
Neural Networks (DNN) are safe, robust and interpretable.!
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❖

❖

Research directions!
❖

Symbolic execution for DNN analysis [ISSRE’19] !

❖

Parallel and compositional approaches to improve formal SMT-based
verification!

❖

Property inference [ASE’19] and automated program repair for DNNs !

❖

Probabilistic reasoning for DNNs [SEAMS’20]!

❖

System-level explanations using Scenic [CVPR’20]!

Goals!
❖

Provide strong guarantees wrt safety and robustness for DNNs (for use
in autonomy).!

❖

Obtain compact, formal explanations of DNN behavior.!

❖

Improve testing, debugging and maintenance of DNNs.

Recent Advances
❖

Property Inference for Deep Neural Networks (Divya Gopinath, Hayes
Converse, Corina S. Pasareanu, Ankur Taly. ASE 2019)!

!
❖

A Programmatic and Semantic Approach to Explaining and Debugging
Neural Network Based Object Detectors (Edward Kim, Divya Gopinath,
Corina S. Pasareanu, Sanjit A. Seshia. CVPR 2020)!

!
❖

Probabilistic Analysis of Neural Networks (Corina Pasareanu, Hayes
Converse, Antonio Filieri, Divya Gopinath. SEAMS 2020, ISSRE 2020)!

Property Inference For Neural Networks
❖

Key Ideas:!

❖

Infer “likely” properties, aka contracts, of a NN (a la Daikon)!

❖

Prove them using a decision procedure (e.g. Reluplex)!

❖

Piecewise linear activations equivalent to conditional statements of traditional
programs, hence the logic of the network can be captured in the (on/off)
activation patterns of neurons!

Example

!
❖

What is a property? σ => P!

❖

σ is a precondition (“safe region”); a constraint in terms of on/off activation
patterns of neurons in the network!

❖

P is a postcondition; desired output behavior (e.g. some prediction)!

❖

Input and layer properties!

Input property for class “1”

!
❖

Two methods to compute input properties and layer properties!

❖

concolic execution and iterative relaxation of path constraints; underapprox.
boxes computed with LP solving!

❖

decision tree learning over on/off activation patterns of training data at given
layers

ASE’19

Applications
Results for MNIST
safe under-approximating box

!
❖

Provide Robustness guarantees!

❖

Find adversarial examples (cex to
Reluplex proofs)!

❖

Generate explanations with formal
guarantees!

❖

Build simpler models (distillation)!

❖

Decompose hard proofs

mis-classified input and
under-approximating box

Distillation of an eight layer MNIST network using
properties inferred at the first max pooling layer.

ASE’19

Analysis of ACAS Xu
❖

Safety-critical collision avoidance system for
unmanned aircraft control !
❖ 5 input attributes: sensor data about the
ownship!
❖ range, angle of intruder relative to ownship,
heading angle of intruder w.r.t ownship,
speed of ownship and speed of intruder!
❖ Network with 6 hidden layers, 50 ReLU nodes
per layer!
❖ 5 outputs (labels)!
❖ clear-of-conflict, weak-left, weak-right ,
strong-left, strong-right

Results for ACAS Xu
❖

❖

Discovered novel properties, validated by domain experts!
❖ 31900 ≤ range ≤ 37976, 1.684 ≤ θ ≤ 2.5133, ψ = -2.83, 414.3 ≤ vown
≤ 506.86, vint = 300, has turning advisory COC!
❖ range = 499, -0.314 ≤ θ ≤ -3.14, -3.14 ≤ ψ ≤ 0, 100 ≤ vown ≤ 571, 0
≤ vint ≤ 150, has turning advisory Strong Left!
❖ range = 48608, θ = -3.14, ψ = -2.83, vown(full range), vint (full
range) has turning advisory COC!
Decomposed proofs of properties of the form A => B using “layer
patterns” σ, by checking A => σ and σ => B separately w/ Reluplex!
❖ Significant speedup obtained; checked property that timed out
with monolithic verification

Extracting Semantic Explanations
of a Detection Module

Key idea: leverage high-level semantic features encoded in a SCENIC program to derive
rules (sufficient conditions) that explain the module.
Benefits: better explain and debug the module.
CVPR’20

Scenario 3
(61.7% Ñ 79.4%)

Results

Scenario 4
(89.6% Ñ 96.2%)

Rules for correct detection
Scenario #
(BaselineÑRule Precision)
Scenario 1
(65.3% Ñ 89.4%)
Scenario 2
(72.3% Ñ 82.3%)
Scenario 3
(61.7% Ñ 79.4%)
Scenario 4
(89.6% Ñ 96.2%)

Rules
x coordinate • -198.1
hour • 7.5 ^
weather = all except neutral ^
car0 distance from ego • 11.3m ^
car0 model = {Asea, Bison, Blista,
Buffalo, Dominator, Jackal, Ninef,
Oracle}
car0 red color • 74.5 ^
car0 heading • 220.3 deg
car0 model = {Asea, Baller, Blista,
Buffal, Dominator, Jackal, Ninef,
Oracle}

Table 2: Rules for correct behaviors of the detection module
with the highest precision from Table 6
Scenario #
(BaselineÑRule Precision)
Scenario1

Rules
x coordinate § -200.76 ^
distance § 8.84 ^

Buffalo, Dominator, Jackal, Ninef,
Oracle}
car0 red color • 74.5 ^
car0 heading • 220.3 deg
car0 model = {Asea, Baller, Blista,
Buffal, Dominator, Jackal, Ninef,
Oracle}

Table 2: Rules for correct behaviors of the detection module
with the highest precision from Table 6

Rules for incorrect detection

Scenario
#
Rules
tentially be
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weather = neutral ^
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agent0 heading = § 218.08 deg ^
5. Success
and Failure Scenario
Descriptions
(38.3% Ñ 83.4%)
hour § 8.00 ^
car2 red
color § 95.00success/The refined S CENIC programs
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car0
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= PATRIOT
^ 14.
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12, 13, and
car1 model
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5.1. Setup

Probabilistic Analysis of Neural Networks
❖

❖

Properties of Neural Networks!
❖

Proved with formal verification tools (Reluplex/Marabou from Stanford)!

❖

Properties often do not hold!

❖

Point-wise robustness checks output binary answers but lack detail!

❖

Verification tools do not scale!

Probabilistic Properties!
❖

More natural, e.g. accuracy!

❖

Checked with statistical methods: scale but provide no guarantees, tend to
ignore “rare” events

Our Proposition
❖

Probabilistic analysis through amplifying samples!
❖

❖

Increase impact and provide precise confidence!

Amplification through symbolic execution and volume computations!
❖

Neuron activation patterns are collected along each sample. One
sample is amplified to all samples that follow the same pattern.!

❖

The activation pattern obtained from one sample is appended with
all decision conditions one by one. Thus one activation pattern is
amplified to multiple constraints, one for each decision condition. !

❖

Enables rejection sampling for scalability.

Technique
❖

Symbolically/concolically execute concrete inputs!

❖

Observe activation patterns; organize them in a tree!

❖

Reject inputs that add no new information (i.e.,
previously seen activation patterns)

❖

Add decision conditions to constraints based on network output (logits) layer!

❖

Compute volume of constraints corresponding to activation patterns!

❖

Stop at user defined criterion (coverage, number of paths, rejection percentage, …)!

!
❖

Similar to previous work on probabilistic symbolic execution, but adapted to neural networks

Volume Computation
❖

❖

!

Off-the-shelf solutions available (we used Vinci)!
❖

Expensive!

❖

Can sort activation patterns by hits vs a new set of
inputs to cover more space quickly!

Sound intervals: under- and over-approximating
solution boxes (we used RealPaver)!

Input Distributions and Probabilities
❖

Uniform distribution: !
❖

❖

Pr(D)=Vol(constraints for D)/Vol(full domain)!

Non-uniform distribution: partition input domain, create histogram
distribution: (si,pi)!
!
!
❖

AC are activation conditions (together with decision conditions) leading to
event D!

❖

Confidence:!
❖

% of input domain covered by the analysis

Applications
❖

Implemented techniques in SpaceScanner!

❖

Robustness/sensitivity analysis for ACAS Xu !
❖

❖

DNN controllers in next-generation Airborne
Collision Avoidance Systems for unmanned aircraft!

Fairness analysis for decision making networks

Evaluating local robustness for ACAS Xu
❖

For given input x, check that for all x’ where !
❖

|x-x’|<e, Decision(x)=Decision(x’)!

❖

Formal proof (Reluplex/Marabou) indicates adversary
present or no adversary!

❖

We try to quantify how robust or sensitive is a network to
perturbations!

❖

Domain specific knowledge: vary only the first two
parameters

Results
❖

Used 5 inputs per label, relaxed first 2 dimensions by 5%!

❖

Generated 10,000 inputs!

❖

Average rejection rate: 91%, min confidence 91%, max confidence 99%!

❖

Average volume computation time: 2.68 min per label!

❖

Identified areas in the input where the network lacks robustness!

❖

Statistical analysis produces comparable results but misses cases when
probability of misclassification is non-zero!
❖

input 2 (label 4): computed probability for label 0: P=3.46e-7, 3.51e-7, statistical analysis SP=0!

❖

input 3 (label 1): computed probability for label 4: P=1.03e-03, 1.04e-03, statistical analysis SP=0

Results
❖

Found the network to be highly robust in assigning Clear of Conflict
(COC) decisions!
❖

The probability of obtaining COC around most inputs was 100%!

❖

Identified some spots with ~20% chance of mis-classification to weakright or strong-left!

❖

Found the network to be more vulnerable to adversarial perturbations for
the advisories weak-left, strong-left and strong-right !

❖

Targeted robustness against mis-classification to certain advisories!
❖

When the desired advisory is weak-right, an adversarial advisory will
only be strong-right or clear-of-conflict but not the advisory to turn in
the opposite direction

Summary
❖

Probabilistic properties are natural for neural networks!

❖

Statistical techniques are scalable but do not provide
strong guarantees, may miss low-probability events!

❖

Amplifying inputs trough symbolic constraints enables
more accurate probability estimations and quantified
confidences!

❖

Useful for robustness and fairness analysis

On-going work
❖

Use model counting to quantify likelihood of rare events
in NN !

❖

Automated debugging and repair of NN: low-accuracy
models, poisoned/unreliable data, vulnerabilities to
perturbations!

❖

Relate NN properties to system-level properties of an
autonomous system

Thank you!

https://ti.arc.nasa.gov/tech/rse/research/safednn/

